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Chapter- 1

Introduction

I have always dreamt of building a career in the creative arena. While studying in the Department

of English and Humanities of BRAC University , I came to know about the Media and Cultural

Studies stream of English , which provides the opportunity of doing an internship in any media

organization. Prof. Firdous Azim suggested to me to do my internship in a newspaper or advertising

agency. So. I decided to go for an advertising agency as it will provide me the opportunity to be

more creative and I can also connect my major courses like copywriting , editing , globalization,

cultural studies with it. I got the chance to do my internship with CG World (Computer Graphics

World ) which is a leading advertising agency in Bangladesh.

While working there I have come to know about the power of advertisement in every step of our

lives. Earlier I used to think that there are only billboards, television , radio and newspaper

advertisements . But through my internship I have seen that there are various other ways of

advertising which are introduced by agencies making them the trend setters.

1.1 Flashback:

An advertising agency creates plans on behalf of client's drafts and produces advertisements , places

advertisements in the media, plans advertising campaigns and manages all aspects of a client's

dvertising. Advertising agencies can specialize in specific areas, such as interactive advertising, or

they can be a full-service agencies that creates advertising materials like television and radio

ommercials , printed advertisements , direct mails , catalogs, sales letters and other promotional

activities.
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III I want to put CG World in this definition then it will be a perfect match as it is a full-house

agency which does all types of advertising. The agency started functioning nearly three and half

years ago and in this short period of time it has established good relation with different clients like

`Superstar', `Purbachal' and `Prabashi Palli' for whom CG World is constantly making branding

solutions. This agency is divided into four departments- Marketing, Editing, Copywriting and

Graphics. Short term delivery orders such as gift items are handled by the Marketing Department. It

finalizes the details of the deal where there will be a check of the budget, quantity, size of the items

and time duration. Besides, the marketing manager does corrections whenever needed. However, if

the project is big like TVC (Television Commercial), RC (Radio Commercial), paper commercials,

billboards or any promotional activity or product launching then at first the managing director

makes the plan by taking ideas from the employee. After making the final design he gives directions

to the unit and keeps on checking every step of the project. Besides, The Chairman is consulted and

always reported about the progress time to time. At the end of the project the Chairman and the

Managing Director together finalize the order with the client.

1.2 My Responsibilities:

I was assigned with the job of copywriter . But at first my supervisor Syed Nabil Ashraf ( Managing

Director ) did not give me much work . He asked me to observe and learn before being assigned any

work. I did some small tasks and after one week he gave me a product , `Vorsha' matchsticks to

write the script of an advertisement . The first script that I wrote was not up to the mark. My

supervisor asked me to get clear and distinct ideas and to make the script sharper. He wanted

something unique which can grab the attention of the common people and compete with other

advertisements . Gradually while working with other products like writing TVC script for superstar

energy saving bulb (Superstar is an electronic company, which has different electrical products such
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as energy bulb, normal bulb, switch, circuit breaker, fan, scotch tape and so on) (see appendix-])

and Manjil Electronics (see appendix-2); I started showing improvement in script writing. With the

passing of time I learned that a script should be of a quality which will compel the consumers to use

the product.

Though I was assigned as a copywriter, I also used to take orders of advertisements from different

companies. I used to call the brand managers of different companies and describe our agency's

activities to them. If they liked, it would become easy for me to fix up meetings to discuss their

demands, choices and expectations. We used to show them our work, different practices of

commercials and gave them different ideas. The companies would then place their orders with us.

While working, I observed that CG World always tries to come up with new ideas and some of

those ideas are considered as trends now. This report will be focusing on the idea of trend setting by

the advertising agencies with the notion of the affects and effects of new trends in the world of

advertisement.

While writing this report I have taken an interview of a creative and experienced person named Mr.

onoar Pathan who is working in media for 30 years. He is the chairman of one of the leading

advertising agencies named Prionti Edit & Effects which has started its journey from 2000. Through

he interview I came to know about many sides and effects of the advertisement. He has given me a

of of information about the changes and reasons behind these changes of the advertisement world.

e also talked about the past and the future of advertisement which will be reflected in my report

nd I have also attached the recorded CD of this interview with the report.
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1.3 Beginning of trends in the advertising world:

4

Advertising is the one of the prominent ways of attracting the consumers for purchasing different

products. The process of advertising is developing and new trends are entering into the world of

advertisement and this change had been done in last few decades. The changes in advertisements

have not taken place over a year. Even a hundred years ago it was not so important to advertise

products or services. Daily commodities especially the household goods were rarely advertised

because people used to know that where those things were sold. If there was any luxurious thing to

advertise, it was published in a printed copy where there was hardly any illustration (Williams,

322& 323). This was the phase of 1690s. Then more development started to come into

advertisement world in eighteenth century when industrial and technological revolution occurred

and changed the nature of advertising. That time many factories were constructed, so it was needed

to make advertisements in a large scale. Moreover, the use of telephone, telegraph and typewriter

brought an intense development in mass communication. Using new technology better printed

photographs and detailed illustrations made advertisements even more attractive to the advertisers.

From the eighteenth century certain shops began to be known as advertising agencies but those were

for newspapers and those only used to sell spaces in the newspapers. In the nineteenth century the

system changed and with increasing emphasis the agencies started to change their mode of working

(328).

Gradually the modern phase of advertisement came and in the nineteenth century there were some

advertising agencies that used to offer advice and service to manufacturers and newspapers also had

their own advertising managers. With the passing of time advertisement began to be considered as a

profession, a public service, and a necessary part of the economy (William, 329).
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In today's world, advertising is the most essential part of our capitalist society. Advertisements

connect people to commodities. Without advertisements we cannot get the information of our daily

commodities or other products and services. So, advertisements do the work of passing information

from manufacturers to consumers. Manufacturers try to use every possible way to promote their

product or services and these ways are created by advertising agencies. Everyday advertising

agencies are coming with new ideas and making new trends in the advertising world. This report

will focus on these new trends and how these trends are bringing changes in every aspect of making

an advertisement.

1.4 New Trends:

With the industrial and associated revolution in communication a huge change has taken place in

our life style. Gradually our life has become more materialistic and competitive and thus the

changes also happened in the world of advertisement. But these changes have been brought by the

advertising agencies because the main work of commercials is to promote the product and for

proper promotion the commercials should have the quality to convince the consumers. Earlier it was

much easy to persuade the consumers but now in this competitive world where new company or

product is entering the market every day, it is not so easy to convince the consumers. In the present

market there are many companies offering the same products. Now people think twice or thrice

before purchasing any product. Sometimes it becomes difficult for the consumers to decide which

brand to use because people are now more brand conscious. For example- we know that `Gucci' is a

world famous brand. When a person uses the products of this brand, the person can make a good

impression on others. People notice and talk about that person who expresses his brand

consciousness and thus he makes a noticeable status in the society. As most of the consumers want

this kind of status, so the `status factor' is also a key word behind advertisements and this is the
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responsibility of advertising agencies to make the commercials in a way which can fulfill the

demands of consumers.

So, to fulfill the demands advertising agencies are coming up with new ideas which are adding new

trends in the world of advertisement. According to the Marketing Manager of CG World Mr. Md.

Mamun Bhuiyan, from late 90s these trends are approaching and till now advertising agencies are

inventing new ways to promote a product. While working at CG World, I have noticed that an

agency tries to promote a product by advertising it in every possible way to grab the attention of

target consumer.
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Chapter- 2

Trends at present

At present many new trends are being practiced. Some of those trends are pointed out here.

2.1 Campaign:

Campaigning is an effective way of advertising as the advertiser can get instant feedbacks regarding

the product. It is an early process of advertising. Earlier campaigning meant to write on wall.

However, now campaign means to do campaign in a public place where they can draw the attention

of consumers. For campaigning advertising agencies are using different ways or techniques so that

the campaign can be seemed something remarkable. For instance, Suzuki (a motor bike company)

had come up with their new mini trucks named Freedom and hired CG World for promoting their

product. So, CG World planned a musical road show as the people of Bangladesh are highly

attached with music especially folk song. As planned, they decorated the trucks and there were a

group of `Bauls' (folk singer of Bangladesh) in each truck who were singing while the trucks were

moving. Moreover, young generation like this sort of campaigning with music and decoration in

streets. As a result, whenever anyone listens to the music will automatically feel curious to the

product.

Furthermore , now some companies are using some special occasions for campaigning such as new

year , Pahela Baishakh, Eid festival. Puja, our historical days and so on. For example, when I was in

CG World, I saw that in "Pahela Baishakh " they planned a campaign for Superstar where they

supplied caps , paper made fans and water bottle to the people of different streets to give them relief`

from the hot weather . Through this process they were showing that they care for people. Though it

seems that , there is no benefit of doing such activities for the companies , but while using the fans
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and caps, people saw the names and logos of Superstar and CG World and for a while they think of

both the organizations. Actually this is the benefit of this kind of advertisement as the advertising

agencies also get the chance to promote themselves as well which is also known as Specialty

Advertisement. "Specialty advertising involves the distribution of merchandise (called promotional

products, premiums or swag) to promote awareness of a company. These include coffee mugs, pens,

jackets, and many items that are usually imprinted with a company's name, logo, or slogan and

given away at trade shows or conferences or in mail campaigns" (Solomon, Cornell, and Nizan 29).

In addition, Superstar is a product of all class of people and in Pahela Baishakh we can also see all

types of people in the streets. So, this is a good choice of advertising process.

Recently CG World has come up with an idea that they will make a cartoon according to the shape

of the product which will stand in a public place and organize some games for the audiences. They

want to use idea more or less for all the products except land properties and developers.

For example- Superstar has organized a campaign where they made a bulb shaped cartoon which

has stood in a public place and acted so that people become interested. Besides, they arranged some

games for people like from some selected people who can plug in and switch on the light first. So,

this kind of unique and entertaining ideas are basically introduced by the advertisement agencies as

new trend of promoting. Those who played and those who saw the promotional activities enjoyed a

lot.

2.2 Internet:

With the advancement of technology we are getting many online advertisements . Though internet

advertising is new to the advertisers but now internet is one of the powerful new media. The pattern

of advertisement has been changed but the consumers become "skeptical" to the advertising
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messages which make effective impact to advertise in internet. (Lee, Johnson, 54) So, online

advertising is giving successful platform to any kind of advertisement or e-business. In internet any

product can be advertised as traditional advertisement like newspaper, magazine or in any new form

of web advertising like Banner Advertisement, Skyscrapers (see figure- 01), Pop-Ups and Pop-

Behinds, Minisites (see figure- 02), Supertitials (see figure- 03) (Wells, Moriarty. Burnet, 277-278).

Whenever we use any company's site or Facebook, we see different advertisements there (at right

side of the screen). In addition, every time when we go through our emails (see figure- 04), we get

various company's messages which are advertisements of their products or special offers or else

when we search for any information with any specific topic in the internet, nearby we see

advertisements of other sites, products, games, places which create interest among us.

ccording to Wells, Moriarty and Burnett, "online advertising serves three primary purposes. First.

it provides a brand reminder message to people who are visiting a Web site . Second, it works like an

d in traditional media and delivers an informational and persuasive message. The third purpose,

lowever, is most critical in that it provides a way to entice people to visit the advertiser ' s site by

licking on a banner or button on the Web site . This is called driving traffic to the Web site " (277).

Fo internet is motivating people to use the web sites with its colorful advertisements.

.3 Mobile:

obile advertisement is incredibly frequent in our daily life. At present people are very much used

o get mobile messages of different advertisements which is not actually telemarketing but SMS

Short Message Service ) marketing (Lee, Johnson, 34). Now a day advertisers are giving equal

mportance to this marketing besides other media, especially telecommunication companies use

obile as a vital medium of advertisement because may be people can skip other media of
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advertisement but they cannot overlook mobile messages or calls. Sometimes the companies send

promotional messages of their products such as new offer or package like `FnF', `adda', 'chomok',

`bondhu' etc. Getting these types of messages we get interested and call the company for further

information which is called inbound telemarketing. They also send the messages of any television

program which they are creating or sponsoring. For example. Airtel has sponsored some telefilms

and dramas for which they sent messages with time and date. Occasionally the companies also send

the messages of other items like any competition and new games. Even sometimes the companies

call the consumers to offer several packages or to advertise their business which is called outbound

telemarketing. In CG World I used to call several companies to publicize their work and agency's

name. So, there are two types of telemarketing-

i) Inbound telemarketing and

ii) Outbound telemarketing (Wells. Moriarty, Burnet, 438).

Though this is not like telemarketing but these types are working in this marketing. Moreover,

advertisers are choosing SMS marketing among direct marketing and spending their budget more in

it because *'telemarketing is almost as persuasive as personal sales, but a lot less expensive" (436).
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2.4 Pop Up:

Another trend I get to know is `Pop Up' which has come in some recent years in the world of

advertisement. Sometimes when we see any program on television, a short line comes at the bottom

of the television screen where we see pictures of any product and some writes up which is known as

`Pop Up'. I did not know the name of it before, even many companies do not know about this type

of commercial. But now a days pop ups are very effective and whenever we switch on the television

or any site in the internet, we can see pop up (see the CD).

2.5 Clock Branding:

Recently this new trend has been appeared in the world of advertisement. Sometimes, a small box is

being seen at the right bottom of televise on screen which includes a company's logo and picture

with a digital or analog clock and sometimes with the date (see the CD).

2.6 Scroll branding:

At the left bottom of television screen another box is being seen which scrolls with a company's

logo and tag line or theme line. These come one after another on the screen (See the CD).

The position of clock and scroll branding can be changed by the channels.

2. 7 Others:

Recently, advertising agencies has come up with a very new trend of promoting some super malls or

other organization by giving their advertisement on the other side of the receipt of some ATM

booths. (See figure- 05) Though CG World has not work with this trend till now but it can be also

considered as a new trend.
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Lastly, I want to mention about pharmaceutical companies because in our country advertising for

pharmaceutical company is banned. While working in CG World, I had called some pharmaceutical

companies and I used to suggest them that, as they cannot promote their product so they can sponsor

some social activities. The advertising agencies make a short drama of one or two minute about

some common issues of our society to raise awareness among people and at the end of the drama the

name of the company appears on the television screen. So, advertising agencies are coming up with

the alternative ways, if there is no way of advertising.

So, new trends are coming and will come in future. Earlier people never imagined of advertising

these kinds of products. Mr. Pathan said that, within five years there will be commercials of more

new products which we cannot imagine of advertising. He gave an example that, one of his clients

makes the machine of measuring diabetics. Mr. Monoar Pathan told him to make an advertisement

and telecast it on `Islamic' channel because most of the aged people have diabetics and they watch

this channel more than others. He just wanted to see the response and within some days they got

huge response
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Chapter- 3

Model of advertisement

Earlier companies used to find out and came to the advertising agencies but now agencies find the

companies and go to them with different ideas of promoting the products. So, making of an

advertisement starts with meeting the clients and taking the orders according to the clients' choice.

They try their level best to meet the desire of the consumers by fulfilling the demands of the

manufacturers.

3.1 Concerned factors of model of advertisement:

When the advertisement agencies create a plan of making the commercials they consider some

factors for the consumers (Wells, Moriarty, Burnet, 128). The factors are-

1. Culture - The "tangible items and intangible concepts", norms, values which "underlying"

with the belief are different from culture to culture (128).

For example- Before Eid festival, Ramadan or Puja most of the advertisements focus on the

festivals and give different types of offers. CG World has made a commercial for Vision 21

(a real estate company) which is now on air. In this advertisement many kids acted as a

doctor, engineer, teacher and architect with the message of how a good living style can make

the path towards the success and how Vision 21 is creating that path. So, the advertisement

basically tried to reflect the belief and desire of Bangladeshi parents.
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• Subculture- Every culture has its own subculture which is based on age, language, ethnic

background and so on (129). While making an advertisement the advertisers also focus on

the factors of subculture as well to make it more culturally interactional.

For instance- In an advertisement of Robi it is shown that a young girl and a boy went to a

tribal area and helped a group of tribal people. They were getting the designs of dresses

through mobile phone and making dresses according to the design. This advertisement is

showing that the company thinks of not only the tribal people but also about the main

stream. Here the new trend of using mobile phone is also focused.

2. Social class - Every society contains a class system based on social or religious point of view

which directs the choice of consuming products (129).

As an example, the new commercial of Symphony mobile can be considered. This company

has come up with new `android' handset targeting the upper or upper middle class people.

The company has also brought another handset which is long lasting and long rechargeable

but with less function than `android' which can be afforded by the middle or lower class

people.

3. Reference group- The people or group of people who are always considered as the role

model of fashion or life style are known as reference group. For example, media personality

or political leaders. The advertisers take this advantage and use to attract the consumers

(130).

In a current advertisement of `LUX' the company has used bollywood hero Shahrukh Khan

and heroin Katrina Kaif to make understand the consumers that, as the models are using it
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and they are popular not only nationally but also internationally. So, any consumer can use

it without any doubt.

4. Family- If a product is related to the family values, then to make the advertisement more

effective the advertiser must have the knowledge about the structure, changes and workings

ofthe families (130). Usually the common people are always attracted to emotional stories.

For example, Grameen Phone always focuses on the affection of the family with the

message of no matter how far you are, Grameen Phone will always keep the family bonding

intact.

5. Demographics- the advertisers also focus on the demographical aspects of the society which

includes age, gender, education, income, occupation, race and family size.

Beside of all these factors, the advertising agencies also think about the type of audience and their

timing of watching television or listening radio. On the basis of this concept they air their

commercials. For example, ladies like to watch the serials, so the advertisements of cosmetic or any

familial products are telecast in the middle of the serials. Then male audiences like to watch the late

night talk shows, so advertisements related to economy and other related issues are telecast at that

time.

After considering all the factors the advertisement agencies choose the medium of advertising. As

among all the media TVC is more effective because of its visual and verbal impact the advertisers

prefers this medium the most.
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3.2 Demonstration of making a TVC:

In case of making any television commercial, the advertisers go through some steps-

The steps start with the script as at the very beginning the client wants the TVC script. A script is

the story of advertisement with the dialogues. The agencies write two or three scripts with different

ideas and stories among which the client chooses one and sometimes gives corrections. Earlier the

script was folk based. "Then it took the coat of drama which is still carrying out. However, now

people are getting interested in funny script (Mr. Pathan, see the CD).

"Then, after finalizing the script the client confirm the budget with the director or manager. Then

they decide the models, location, time, day and dress. Afterward, the director or manager informs

and discusses these things with the team.

After that, they make a story board. In the story board each shot of the advertisement is presented

according to the original shooting by drawing or sketching. Basically, the story board is used to

check the sequence and time. Previously, the agencies used to make handmade still pictures of three

slides to make 15 second long television commercials (Mr. Pathan, see the CD).

Next, they go for shooting. The whole commercial is not shot in one day or at a time. According to

the story board each shot is taken individually within two or three days. Then the raw footage goes

for editing because sometimes unwanted sound or sight are found in video. At this stage both audio

and video are edited individually but simultaneously. After separating the audio from the video

footage dubbing, background music, and background voice are added. On the other hand, in video

there goes on color correction, graphics, animation and this is the final editing. After editing audio

and video are merged together and this is called master rendering or mini DVD because it is like a

small cassette.
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Finally, the mini DVD is sent to the client for confirmation. After getting the confirmation the

agencies provide the list of television channels to the client so that the client can give the name of

their desired channels where the commercial can be telecast which is known as air proposal.

Apart from these, as advertising is the result of joint effort of the agencies and client. The success of

any advertisement depends on the internal understanding between the agencies and client. So, they

not only make deals but also build up a relationship between them which continues even after the

completion of the deal. However, before dealing, client should study the background of the agencies

and the agencies should also know the history of client's company. This will help both of them to

work with each other.

The clients are supposed to give the information of six general categories. These are-

i. The target audience demographic profile

ii. Consumer product usage information

iii. Client's product performance information

iv. Competitor's product perfect information

v. Marketing strategy information

vi. Main selling point (Sutherland, Abernethy, 40)

But from my experience of the internship and also according to Mr. Monoar Pathan. now most of

the clients do not supply all of this information. They just give the information about the client's

product performance information, main selling point and their demand like advertisement type,

theme or purpose or expectation regarding the commercials. Sometimes they do not expose their

demands and say to make the advertisement according to the agencies' choice and other information
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)r survey are collected by the agencies as I have mentioned in Model of Advertisement. In addition,

nany clients do not have the idea about the new successful trends. Even some of them do not know

he names of these trends which create problems to make them understand the effectiveness of these

rends as choices differ person to person.
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Chapter- 4

Affect and Effects of New Trends

4.1 Opportunities:

New trends have brought tremendous opportunities for the advertising agencies and advertisers. So,

they can now easily reach to the common people and meet up consumer needs by using these new

trends and new technologies (Lee, Johnson 27). Besides, sometimes advertising agencies are using

all the ways of media at the same time because if the images of same product frequently come in

front of the consumers' sight, then they will start to think of the benefits of that product and

compare with other brands (Berger, 7). No matter where the consumer is exposed with the

commercials of different products. So, most of them cannot ignore these messages because these

advertisements are creating the concept of need by playing with the consumer psychology. Mr.

Pathan said that, "among these new trends branding method is very effective to the audience. If a

consumer watches any channel for five minutes, the branding messages or logos must come to their

sight and consumers also feel interested to read out the messages" (see the CD)

However new media is playing a vital role in case of creating new trends of promoting specially

through the usage of mobile phone. In addition, young people who are always tended to try the new

things are the major user of new media; especially internet because they spend a good amount of

time by surfing internet than other aged people. According to Yahoo and the online company Carat

Interactive, teenagers of 13- 24 years olds are busy with online for an average of 16.7 hours a week

except e-mail (Wells, Moriarty, Burnet, 279). So, besides television new media advertising is

becoming another suitable and easier way of promoting new product. Though in Bangladesh there
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are many consumers who are not regular end user of the new media but they are getting the

information from the young people. Besides, `A recent study by Greg Interactive, New York and

ASI Interactive Research found that the click-through rate nearly doubles when an interactive

element is added to a banner ad' (Wells, Moriarty, Burnet, 278). So, new technologies such as plug-

ins, Java script, Flash and media are supplying more active components. So this new trend of

advertising basically provides the advertisers and marketers to find out the results within days

instead of waiting for weeks or months. Moreover, the agencies are also targeting the e-mail

addresses for spontaneous advertisements. In fact, the response of this type of advertising is higher

than any other campaign (281).

Additionally, as the trend of setting new trends has come in the world of advertisement, people are

getting the opportunity to come up with new ideas. As a result, people who are not much

experienced but creative are also getting chances here. Besides, it is creating job opportunities for

the youngsters as well.

4.2 Lacking:

Like other trends this new trend of the advertisement world is not stigmatized without any dark site.

New trends are also creating threats along with the opportunities especially by the trends of new

media (278).

Though the effectiveness of online advertisement can be measured quickly but there is a lack of

standard of measurement which leads to the question regarding "what exactly has to be measured-

readers, viewers or visitors? - and how it equates to the reach of other media" (279). Advertisers can
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get a track of readers, viewers, visitors who have visited the sites but they cannot find out the

information whether the visitors paid any attention to the surrounding advertisements or not (279).

Although through e-mails many advertisements are reaching to the consumers but there are several

unwanted messages which are called "spam" or "junk mail" and advertisers called these "bulk e-

mail" (see figure- 06). These kinds of e-mails sometimes can disgust the consumers. (Wells,

Moriarty, Burnet, 281)

Then, in case of mobile advertising the companies send so many messages that sometimes the users

get these advertisements irritating and often they call the call center to stop the service. In addition,

sometimes consumers get many fake messages of getting prizes which make a negative impact of

mobile advertising. (Wells, Moriarty, Burnet, 439)

Besides, new trends of advertising are playing with the rules of language like twisting words,

incorrect spelling and grammar which has a negative impact on audience especially on the teens

(Lee, Jhonson, 34).

Moreover, Copy write practices are not so powerful in Bangladesh. Sometimes the agencies take the

credit of copywriting though this is the right of copywriter to get the tribute. Moreover, sometimes

the piece of copywriting is stolen by others which indicates a negative side of the advertising world.
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Chapter- 5

New trends with new communication power

With the invention of new technologies, new media and satellite have brought a huge change in

communication. Now media can cross borders and reach every corner of the world. Moreover,

globalization is another key factor behind this communicative power. So, because of technological

advancement and globalization, different kinds of culture, traditions, languages, thoughts, ideas and

trends are spreading worldwide and the world is becoming more incorporate based in capitalist

countries. To fulfill this requirement the experts of capitalist countries are giving pressure on

nations to make more commercials. As a result, most of the countries are creating their own

television channels, music and magazines (Jan, 67). Moreover, most of the internet sites are created

by developed countries through which the information and trends are also spreading worldwide.

Thus new trends are coming up in every country and in Bangladesh as well. Mr. Pathan has also said

that after satellite channels have emerged in Bangladesh, new trends are appeared here (see the CD).

Consequently. Bangladesh is trying to compete with them as well. However, in the age of

globalization a local product will be regarded as an international quality product, when both of the

product and advertisement will maintain the quality like the models of the capitalist countries which

is known as "global- local productions done with global forms and ideas" (67). Thus these global

trends are now also becoming the trends of Bangladeshi advertisements and to some extent it has

become successful to globalize the commercials. Now-a-day some Bangladeshi commercials like

the advertisements of 'Pran' are telecast in Indian channels like 'Zbangla'. Additionally, now one

country is also sponsoring the programs of another country such as some Bangladeshi companies

are sponsoring the West Indian program 'Akkel Challenger-Mirrakkel'. In these advertisements and

programs the language of both the countries is same, but there are many commercials of one country
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which are being used in other countries by changing the language. So, to meet the global

communicative power the trend of making advertisement is also becoming more communicative and

generalized by breaking the cultural, national and language barrier.
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Chapter-6

Conclusion

Advertisement is the process of promoting a product, an individual person or company to the world

so that people can feel the need and become convinced to purchase and use these products or

service. Before doing my internship this world of advertisement was totally ambiguous to me.

However after completing the internship and this report I have come to know how advertisements

connect people with the capitalist society. As a consequence we are constantly being exposed to

advertisements consciously and sometimes even unconsciously.

This world always welcomes new ideas and if the concept of popularity is added with these, then the

new ideas and practices become new trends, not only in the world of advertisement but also in every

sphere of our life. There are many new products like sanitary napkins, beauty parlours and marriage

bureaus which were never advertised before but are now advertised routinely So, to meet the

demand of the times, new trends are introduced to the consumer world as they love to see things in a

new way. So, the advertising agencies grab this chance to make new ways of promoting the

products in an innovative way. And to some extent these new trends have a magical impact on the

masses.
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Appendix- I

TVC Script

lr,a si ^:
-lTft : \!)o 0iL

yet ei: f*f* 's'

r fib-/^o Cdd d C ^I-1dCb^C^Ia ^l`dI rT l

I I d ^Vt tt c fl ^1^Tfi rC I u^ y^ a f 1 fiTC^I a

I dff^ G I t Nr c d ''1Y C I ^ 6 td Zi d "1^ I ^1d a ^5

a lC ^-;q-m w fICt is c1T^ bm^5Tn C dv91dI

c fiMl f c f -ztv i C7tt 7^q1C5Y -^i5vtC CFtZ" I ^^7 f'°^9CfiCd c I

c-47 -'zaKm c:TIz4 1 aLzT 7 crIw1c I

lrt t^1^I I ai f ^dCd^d Gbh ^7I ACT ^`3 I Gd 'fit ^1^d^

a I firc cafacra^ctc^?T I a c zacccw
fw C^rc^ C^ I r n c r c W f I

^f^^ 5 I 91 i I G d ^G ^I pfd t1 G t Ca ^(^f^ ^1^C I c

Wf W C 57 ZT ^ I C" "CCU \8\3 1C FM Cif I

-qii^ 1 a Icc W, rrc ICS 7;1 i TM ^rm if f-T f Cyr f I C 1

air ^ CCU >Z^ a I a \`3 T t C9fC T -,sfft CiqCS f^f m Coif-ir T w-c I

a^^ f*f^C'1 "^ " C t Cry C aZ$f ^f'^C^ t vCff kfCd I ^ 1 z^- Cd 1d C^fv

11 T , C^i 7f1 X11 T ^ Cd b dt ^ f9iv 1 I

^tG 1 ^3 ^9ffdfd ^^flddd ^3Z ^^5 fdf,, f1-̂  a^ld, C,

^fl 1, fit, ^1 I

C?T^T ^ C 9flz1 Cpr71m 15fC T1 T5 ^1 d 1d1 1 31 I ^f^-ffC^tZ"l ^1C^f1^

t fdcr I ^iC^ftf ^1^r^t^ koCd I ^9fla a

CST Cift f 3s I ^1 I\c ;-aac^in

vll^t : ^ ^ I CST ^fC^t1 C ' I
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Appendix- 2

TVC Script

fi

to Gam'

a :f fqlo

f ^z c^^rt as-a. cfc a c
a ( f•1^) I ovm rca
c tc r -a^ f az;ir^
Zf ^- f, Cdr Lid , a. • ,^

c rc ko ^ z^rt f c^fc ' rrc^ ^ c

c^rcqm fm^T*

\5 93;w5m

rt f amt s faxdd-a^
-qlgKm
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